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MAIL CENTER GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

A. Introduction 

This guide has been prepared as a source of information to answer some of your mailing 

questions and to help you obtain the best available mail services. It covers topics such as proper 

addressing, enclosures, envelopes, campus mail, U.S. mail classifications, specialized services, 

and other basic information We hope that this guide will be a useful desk companion for you. 

 

UF Mail Services is dedicated to the timely processing and delivery of U.S. mail, campus mail, 

and related services. UF Mail Services provides an essential link, ensuring the efficient flow of 

mail between the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) and the campus community, while maximizing cost 

savings to the University by focusing on automation and education of users. However, UF Mail 

Services is not part of the US Postal Service.  

 

Since UF Mail Services handles correspondence related to University business only, faculty and 

staff should make arrangements to receive personal mail at home. UF Mail Services provides 

pickup and delivery service to central points in campus buildings. We distribute campus 

correspondence as well as U.S. mail. Please note that UF Mail Services is responsible for the 

Main Campus and the Health Science Center only. 

 

The more we know about your needs and concerns, the better we can fulfill them. UF Mail 

Services offers folding, envelope stuffing (inserting), sealing, metering and computer generated 

mail processing. We offer customized discount bulk mailing service. In addition Document 

Services can design and print your envelopes and mailpieces. For your personal mailing needs 

our Health Center branch maintains a Postal Contract Station and you can buy postage stamps 

and mail packages at our main branch on Radio Road. Let us know your needs in advance if you 

are planning a large mailing , a special service is needed, or if you are sending or receiving 

something out of the ordinary. Should you have a specific question regarding mailing we 

encourage you to call UF Mail Services’ main branch at 392-1134 or the Health Science Center 

branch at 273-5022. 

 

Mailing addresses on campus will use one of the three unique Zip Codes assigned to the 

University of Florida. Addresses in the Helath Scicence Center will use 32610. Departments on 

the Main Campus, and East Campus, will use 32611. Residence Halls (dorms) will have 

addresses using 32612.  



B. Locations and Hours of Operation 

 

 

Main Branch 

Building 715 

PO Box 112001 

Ph: 352-392-1134 

Fax: 352-392-0879 

 

Hours 

Monday–Friday 

8:00 AM–5:00 PM 

Mail accepted until 3:30 PM 

 

Health Science Center Branch 

MG009 Health Science Center 

PO Box 100001 

Ph: 352-273-5022 

Fax: 352-392-6090 

 

Hours 

Monday–Friday 

7:30 AM–4:30 PM 

Mail accepted until 3:00 PM 

Contract Station: 8:00am–3:00 PM 

 

 

C. Your Mailing Address/PO Box Number 

Each department has been assigned a six-digit PO Box number, as a mailing address. Be sure 

that all your correspondents have your PO Box number. It is your responsibility to update your 

correspondents with your correct mailing address (PO Box number).  

 

Also, it is important to use your PO Box number in your return address, on all correspondence, 

business cards, and stationery. UF addresses with building names alone cannot be processed on 

automated equipment. It is important to note that the +4 portion of your ZIP Code is the last four 

digits of your PO Box. Below is an example of the proper address format. 

 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

UF MAIL SERVICES  

PO Box 112001 

GAINESVILLE FL 32611-2001 

 

Please note that a UF employee’s PO Box number may not be the department’s main (or only) 

PO Box number. When sending mail to an employee it is important to ask them for their PO Box 

number or use the UF Campus Directory to find their PO Box number.  

 

Campus PO Box Lookup with the most up-to-date information is available on the UF Mail 

Services web page located at www.maildocserv.ufl.edu.  

 

http://www.maildocserv.ufl.edu/


U.S. POSTAL SERVICE MAIL 

 
 

The cost of mailing varies with each classification. The correct classification of a mailpiece’s 

processing category is crucial. The US Postal Service uses a shape-based rate structure, rather 

than one primarily based on weight. Once a piece of mail exceeds the maximum length, height, 

or thickness of one shape, it automatically gets classified as the next largest shape. 

 

The processing category often determines (and limits) the rates, discounts, and preparation 

options for which your mailpiece will qualify. Some shapes, such as tubes and square envelopes, 

may require additional postage. Postcards, letters, large envelopes and packages are in different 

rate categories. 

 

A. Nonmachinable Letter Size Mail  
A letter-size piece is nonmachinable if it has one or more of the following characteristics: 

a. Has an aspect ratio (length divided by height) of less than 1.3 or more than 2.5.  

b. It is polybagged, polywrapped, or enclosed in any plastic material.  

c. Has a clasp, strings, buttons, or similar closure devices.  

d. Contains items that cause the thickness of the mailpiece to be uneven.  

e. Is too rigid. 

f. For pieces more than 4 1/4 inches high or 6 inches long, the thickness is less than 0.009‖.  

g. Has a delivery address parallel to the shorter dimension of the mailpiece.  

h. It is a self-mailer with a final folded edge perpendicular to the address if the piece is not 

correctly folded and secured.  

i. Booklet-type pieces with the bound edge (spine) along the shorter dimension of the piece 

or at the top, unless prepared correctly.  

There is an additional charge on each piece of mail that is found to be nonmachinable. In 

addition, pieces which are less than 3 1/2‖ in height or 5‖ in length or .007‖ in thickness 

(thickness of a postcard) are non-mailable in the U.S. Postal Service. 



B. First-Class Mail  
Any mailable matter weighing up to and including 13 oz may be mailed as First-Class Mail. The 

following examples are considered First-Class matter and must carry postage at First-Class, 

Priority, or Express Mail rates.Average delivery time is 1 -3 days. 

 

a. Mail containing handwritten or typewritten material.  

b. Mail containing personal information. Personal information is any information specific to 

the addressee. 

c. Matter sealed against Postal inspection. 

d. Price lists with written-in figures changing items or prices. 

e. Bills and statements of account 

f. Grade reports. 

g. Post cards. 

h. Blank printed forms filled out in writing, including canceled or uncanceled checks  

 

 

MAP OF APPROXIMATE DELIVERY TIME FOR FIRST-CLASS MAIL 
 

 
 

If you are not sure if an item must be sent as First-Class Mail, be sure to ask UF Mail Services. 

Also note that discounted rates are available for mailings of 500 or more pieces (see First-Class 

Presort information below). 

 



C. First-Class Presort Mail 

Mailings consisting of 500 or more First-Class pieces may qualify for a postal discount if 

arranged in presort ZIP Code order. UF Mail Services maintains a First-Class presort permit for 

this type of discounted postage. For basic presorting instructions, see ―BASICS OF 

PRESORTING‖ in the ―Presorted Standard Mail‖ section. For more information about presort 

training, contact a University Postal Manager. 

 

D. Priority Mail (delivery date not guaranteed)  
All First-Class mail over 13 oz. and not exceeding 70 lbs. is considered Priority Mail and at the 

option of the mailer, any mail weighing 13 oz. or less may be mailed as Priority Mail. Priority 

Mail is a two day service between 64 major markets (i.e. Atlanta to Dallas or Chicago to New 

York). Priority Mail prices are charged per pound; any fraction of a pound is rounded up to the 

next whole pound. There is no minimum weight limitation but there is a flat rate charged on mail 

weighing one pound or less. Average delivery time is 1 -3 days. 

 

When using Priority Mail, we recommend use of Priority Mail envelopes. The U.S. Postal 

Service provides free Priority Mail supplies: cardboard and Tyvek envelopes, boxes, stickers and 

tape. If you need any Priority Mail supplies for your department, please call UF Mail Services 

Main Branch at 392-1134 or the Health Science Center Branch at 273-5022. 

 

Use Priority Mail when two to three day service is desired. Use Flat Rate Priority Envelopes 

when possible. They’re free and allow mailing any weight of material for the 1 lb. rate. 

 

E. Periodicals  
Periodicals is a class of mail consisting of magazines, newspapers, or other publications formed 

of printed sheets that are issued at least four times a year at regular, specified intervals from a 

known office of publication. Periodicals usually must have a legitimate list of subscribers and 

requesters. For more information, contact UF Mail Services. 

 

F. Presorted Standard Mail  
 

The USPS has made a major commitment to processing mail via ―automation,‖ which includes 

the processing of mail by Optical Character Readers and Barcode Sorters. The USPS offers 

postage discounts on mail that qualifies for automation processing. 

 

To qualify mail for automation discounts strict quantity, address and design criteria must be met. 

Addresses must be in ―standardized‖ formats, have ZIP+4 codes, and be barcoded and sorted to 

various levels. Mailing pieces must meet standards of paper quality, specific sizes, and designs 

and bear an accurate delivery point POSTNET barcode or Intelligent Mail barcode encoded with 

the correct delivery point routing code. UF Mail Services can process your mailing or offer bulk 

mail training through the USPS to help you meet these USPS automation requirements. For more 

information on automating your mail, call a University Postal Manager. 

 



MAP OF APPROXIMATE DELIVERY TIME FOR STANDARD MAIL 

 

 
 

For basic presorting instructions see ―BASICS OF PRESORTING‖, below. Additional Bulk 

Mail training is also available through USPS. 

 

Standard Class Bulk Rate mail is faster to prepare by UF Mail Services for delivery to the U.S. 

Postal Service if the UF permit is printed on the mail piece. An example is shown below. Be sure 

to contact a University Postal Manager for the correct permit information. Also, to qualify for 

non-profit rates, ‖University of Florida‖ must appear on the first or second line of the return 

address. 

 
 

BASICS OF PRESORTING 

The primary step required for presorting is to sort your mailing by the 5-digit ZIP Code. This can 

be done by printing addresses in Zip Code order. You will also need to complete the Mail Center 

Distribution Request Form. 

 

Each piece must have a complete delivery address with the correct ZIP Code or ZIP+4 Code. ZIP 

Codes must be updated using a USPS-approved method less than 95 days before mailing. 

http://www.bsd.ufl.edu/maildocdata/OnlineMailGuide/Mail%20Center%20Distribution%20Request.pdf
http://www.bsd.ufl.edu/maildocdata/OnlineMailGuide/Mail%20Center%20Distribution%20Request.pdf


Presorting Letter Mailings  

This section gives the steps for sorting letter size presorted mail.  

 

Presorted mailpieces must be put into ―packages‖. That’s just a postal term for a handful of mail 

held together with rubber bands. A group of 10 or more addressed pieces are needed for a 

package. If the mail piece is flat size or thick you may use less than 10 pieces but if the item is 

letter size you must have ten or more per bundle. Packaging steps are the same for letters and 

flats. 

 

 Make sure all addresses face in the same direction.  

 Secure packages with rubber bands. Be sure to use the sturdy rubber bands provided by 

the Mail Center to package your mail. First put a rubber band around the length (parallel 

to the address) and then around girth (perpendicular to the address). If the package 

buckles (because there aren’t enough pieces to hold the rubber band), then just put one 

rubber band around the girth. 

 Packages cannot be thicker than 6 inches. If a package is thicker than 6 inches, break it 

up into multiple packages. 

 You’ll need to keep a running total of the exact number of pieces in each package. One 

way to do this is to write each package’s number of pieces on a tally sheet. 

 

 
 

Step 1: Make 5-Digit Packages  

 

a. Put all the pieces into ZIP Code order.  

b. Group them according to the first 5 digits of their ZIP Codes.  

c. When there are 10 or more pieces to the exact same 5-digit ZIP Code band them into a 

package or packages. The maximum thickness of each package is 6 inches. If you have at 

least 150 pieces to one 5-digit ZIP Code, you do not need to package (band) them, instead 

use a mail tray.  

d. Label each package with a red label ―D.‖ Place label in lower left corner of top envelope.  



  
e. Count the number of pieces in the packages and record the 5-digit ZIP Codes and number 

of pieces on your tally sheet. Put the packages aside.  

 

Step 2: Make 3-Digit Packages  

a. When there are 10 or more pieces to the same 3-digit ZIP Code prefix (first three 

numbers of zip code), band them into packages (up to 6 inches thick).  

b. Label each package with a green label ―3.‖ Place label in lower left corner of top 

envelope. 

  
 

c. Count the number of pieces in the packages and record the 3-digit ZIP Codes and number 

of pieces on your tally sheet. Put the packages aside  

 

Step 3: Make ADC Packages  

 

Package together any remaining pieces going to the same postal processing facility (area 

distribution center, or ADC). Because ADCs sort mail for many different ZIP Codes, ADC 

packages can contain mail for as few as two or three 3-digit areas or as many as ten or eleven 3-

digit areas. 

 

a. Find the ADCs by using a current labeling list. Contact the Mail Center for a correct list 

for the type of mailing you are doing.  

b. When there are 10 or more pieces to the same ADC, band them into packages (up to 6 

inches thick). Use column A of the labeling list to package 3-Digit code prefixes in their 

appropriate group (each row is a group).  

a. Label the packages with a pink label ―A‖. Place label in lower left corner of top envelope. 

 

 
c. Count the number of pieces in the packages and record the ADC and number of pieces on 

your tally sheet. Put the packages aside  



Step 4: Make Mixed ADC Packages  

a. Package any remaining pieces regardless of destination Zip Codes into groups up to 6 

inches thick. For Mixed ADC packages you may have groups of fewer than 10 pieces.  

b. Label each package with a tan label ―MXD‖. Place label in lower left corner of top 

envelope.  

  

 
d. Count the number of pieces in the packages and record ―Mixed ADC‖ and number of 

pieces on your tally sheet.  

 

Step 5: Separate Packages into 3-Digit ZIP Code Areas to Determine Rate Eligibility  

a. Separate all of the 5-digit and 3-digit packages into 3-digit areas and count the total 

number of pieces that are going to each 3-digit area.  

b. Put aside the ADC (pink ―A‖) packages in their own trays and mixed (tan ―MXD‖) 

packages in their own trays.  

 

Separate Packages Into Trays.  

 

For Letters: The 150-Piece Rule for 3/5 Rate Eligibility 

For letters, the postage rate you pay depends on whether you have at least 150 pieces to a single 

3-digit ZIP Code area. 

 

 For letters, this 150-piece rule is how quantity can affect the rate you pay. If you have a few 

less than 150 pieces to a 5-digit ZIP Code, you may want to add a few pieces of mail to that 

ZIP Code. 5-digit trays and 3-digit trays get the same postage rate, so it’s more important to 

―make the quantity‖ with your 3-digit trays. 

 

1. Put all of your 5-digit and 3-digit packages into groups by each 3-digit ZIP Code area. 

2. Using the tally sheet, count the number of pieces to each 3-digit ZIP Code area. These 

pieces could be in 5-digit packages or 3-digit packages.  

3. If you have at least 150 pieces to a single 3-digit ZIP Code area, then the pieces in those 

5-digit and 3-digit packages will qualify for the lower Standard Mail 3/5 letter rate. Begin 

putting your packages to the same 5-digit destination into 5-digit trays. These trays will 

contain only 5-digit (―D‖) packages. Just like you grouped pieces to the same destination 

into the same package, in this step you’ll group packages to the same destination into the 

same tray. 



4. Next you will put remaining 5-digit and 3-digit packages (for which you had at least 150 

pieces) into trays that are going to the same 3 digit ZIP Code area. These are called ―3 

digit trays.‖ These trays may contain: 5-digit (―D‖) packages and 3-digit (―3‖) packages 

going to the same 3-digit ZIP Code area. Each different 3-digit ZIP Code area must have 

its own tray. 

5. If you do not have at least 150 pieces to a single 3-digit ZIP Code area, then all of your 

pieces will qualify for the Standard Mail basic letter rate. Begin putting your packages 

into 3-digit origin trays. 

 

 

For Flats: The 125 Pieces/15 Pounds Rule 

For flats, the postage rate you pay depends on whether you have at least 125 pieces or 15 pounds 

to a 5-digit ZIP Code or a 3-digit ZIP Code area placed in corresponding 5-digit sacks and 3-

digit sacks.  

 

 For flats, 2 ounces is the determining factor. If your flats weigh at least 2 ounces, then you'll 

reach 15 pounds before you reach 125 pieces. That means that the heavier your pieces are the 

fewer number of pieces you need to qualify for the lower 3/5 rate. 

 

The 125 pieces/15 pounds rule is used two ways: first, to qualify your pieces for the lower 3/5 

postage rate. Second, most sack sort levels (even for basic rate) require each sack to have at least 

125 pieces or 15 pounds. If you don't have that much mail to meet that minimum, you must drop 

to the next sack level. 

 

1. Put all of your 5-digit and 3-digit packages into groups by each 3-digit ZIP Code area. 

2. Using the tally sheet, count the number of pieces to each 3-digit ZIP Code area. These 

pieces could be in 5-digit packages or 3-digit packages. Also calculate the weight of 

the mail to each 3-digit ZIP Code area (simply multiply the weight per piece by the 

number of pieces).  

3. If you have at least 125 pieces or 15 pounds to a single 3-digit ZIP Code area, then 

those pieces will qualify for the lower Standard Mail 3/5 nonletter rate. Begin putting 

your packages into 5-digit sacks.  

4. If you do not have at least 125 pieces or 15 pounds to a single 3-digit ZIP Code area, 

then all of your pieces will qualify for the Standard Mail basic nonletter rate. Begin 

putting your packages into 3-digit origin sacks. 

 

To meet the 125 pieces/15 pounds rule: 

 

If your flat weighs    You'll meet the minimum 

this much (in ounces):  with this many pieces: 

2.0       120 

2.5         97 

3.0         80 

3.3         73 

 

Total up the counts on your tally sheet. Total Count: Total number of letters in mailing.  



G. Package Services  

The following items are considered Package Services: 

 

 Library Materials  

 Packages or Parcels  

 Bound Printed Matter  

 Sound Recordings  

 Merchandise  

 Computer Media  

 Books  

 Films  

 Video Tapes 

 

MAP OF APPROXIMATE DELIVERY TIME FOR PACKAGE SERVICES 

 
 

 

There is no minimum weight for Package Services. A single piece of Parcel Post, Media Mail, 

and Library Mail can weigh no more than 70 lbs. A single piece of Bound Printed Matter can 

weigh no more than 15 lbs. Items that measure more than 108 inches but not more than 130 

inches in combined length and girth (distance around the thickest part) pay the oversized rate 

regardless of weight.  



 
Generally parcels are limited to 70 lbs. and 108‖ in length and girth combined. Mailpieces sent 

as Parcel Post, however, may reach up to 130 inches in combined length and girth. Discounts are 

available for mailings of 200 or more pieces. Contact UF Mail Services for more information. 

Parcel Post and two sub-categories of Package Services mail that might save postage are 

described below. 

Parcel Post 
Used for gifts and general merchandise, Parcel Post shipments may also contain books and other 

printed matter weighing 70 pounds or less. Average delivery time is 2 -8 days. 

 

Media Mail  

Media Mail service is a cost efficient way to mail books, sound recordings, recorded video tapes, 

printed music, and recorded computer-readable media (CDs, DVDs, diskettes). Media Mail can 

not contain advertising except for incidental announcements of books. The maximum weight for 

Media Mail is 70 lbs. Average delivery time is 2 -8 days. 

 

Only the articles listed below may be mailed at this rate. 

 

 Books of at least 8 pages. 

 Loose leaf pages and their binders consisting of medical information for distribution to 

doctors, hospitals, medical schools, and medical students.  

 Computer readable media.  

 16mm or narrower width films and film catalogs. Films and catalogs sent to or from 

commercial theaters do not qualify  

 Printed music, whether in bound or sheet form.  

 Objective test materials.  

 Sound recordings and guides or scripts prepared solely for use with such recording (video 

recordings and player piano rolls are classified as sound recordings).  

 Playscripts and manuscripts for books, periodicals and music.  

 Educational reference charts. 

 

Each piece must be marked ‖Media Mail‖. Enclosures, such as invoices are permitted. 

 

Library Mail  

Library Mail mail is mail that meets the standards for Standard Mail and those below. Library 

Mail postage is based on the weight of each addressed piece without regard to zone. Average 

delivery time is 2 -8 days. 



1. Qualified Mailers and Recipients - Available for sending books, recordings, and media 

material to, from, or between schools, libraries, museums, and other qualified organizations.  

Each piece of Library Mail mail must show the name of the school or non-profit organization in 

the address or the return address. The following organizations may mail at Library Mail rates: 

 

 School, College or University  

 Public Library  

 Museum  

 Herbarium  

 Non-Profit Religious Organization  

 Educational Organization  

 Scientific Organization  

 Philanthropic (Charitable) Organization  

 Agricultural Organization  

 Labor Organization  

 Fraternal Organization  

 Veterans Organization 

 

2. Items Mailed Between Organizations - The items described in this section may be mailed at 

the Library Mail price when sent between: (1) schools, colleges, universities, public libraries, 

museums, and herbariums and nonprofit religious, educational, scientific, philanthropic 

(charitable), agricultural, labor, veterans, and fraternal organizations or associations; (2) any such 

institution, organization, or association and an individual who has no financial interest in the 

sale, promotion, or distribution of the materials; or (3) any such institution, organization, or 

association and a publisher, if such institution, organization, or association has placed an order to 

buy such materials for delivery to itself: 

 Books, consisting wholly of reading matter, scholarly bibliography, or reading matter 

with incidental blank spaces for notations and containing no advertising, except for 

incidental announcements of books.  

 Printed music, whether in bound or sheet form.  

 Bound volumes of academic theses, whether in typewritten or duplicated form.  

 Periodicals, whether bound or unbound.  

 Sound recordings.  

 Other library materials in printed, duplicated, or photographic form or in the form of 

unpublished manuscripts.  

 Museum materials, specimens, collections, teaching aids, printed matter, and interpretive 

materials for informing and furthering the educational work and interests of museums and 

herbariums.  

 

3. Items Mailed “To” Or “From” - The following items may be mailed at the Library Rate 

when sent to or from the organizations listed under Qualified Mailers and Recipients: 

 16mm or narrower width films, filmstrips, transparencies, slides, and microfilms (all 

must be positive prints in final form for viewing)  

 Sound recordings  

 Museum materials, specimens, collections, teaching aids, printed matter, and interpretive 

materials (those intended for informing and furthering the educational work and interests 

of museums and herbariums)  

 Scientific or mathematical kits, instruments, or other devices  

 Catalogs of materials listed above and guides prepared solely for use with such materials 

 

For more information on qualifying items and postage rates, call UF Mail Services. 



H. Express Mail  
Express Mail is an expedited Domestic mail service for shipping any mailable matter, with 

guaranteed delivery, subject to the Postal Services standards. Material mailed in the USPS-

provided Express Mail Flat Rate envelope is charged the same rate, regardless of the actual 

weight of the piece or its destination. For other packaging, including USPS provided envelopes 

and boxes, Express Mail postage is charged according to its weight and zone. All packages must 

use an Express Mail label. 

 

This money-back guaranteed overnight or two-day service includes tracking, proof of delivery, 

and insurance up to $100. Additional insurance up to $5,000 may be purchased for merchandise. 

Sunday and Holiday delivery is available to many destinations for an additional charge.  

 

Express Mail Next Day Delivery may not be available at, or between, all Post Offices or at all 

times of deposit. Express Mail Second Day Delivery is available to any 3-digit or 5-digit ZIP 

Code destination not listed in the Next Day Delivery directory. Express Mail Second Day 

Delivery items are delivered to the addressee by Noon or 3 PM. on the second delivery day. For 

information on delivery standards for your shipments consult UF Mail or the USPS web site. Do 

not place Express Mail in the campus mail system. With our current delivery schedule to the US 

Post Office, Express mail needs to be at the Mail Center by 4:30. 

 

Due to the higher cost of mailing via this service please be sure this is the most appropriate 

service for your needs. For Example if next day delivery is not required Priority or First-Class 

mail may be a better choice.  

 

These examples show how mailing services can be combined to meet your needs. 

 

EXAMPLE 1- Sending a valuable item - For this example a 3 ounce item valued at $325 is 

being sent to Zone 4. Below are three possible options: 

 

Option A- Express Mail 

Express Mail automatically includes insurance up to $100 and guarantees delivery in 1 to 2 days. 

Additional insurance may be purchased. The sender will also receive a mailing receipt and 

confirmation that the package has been delivered and has been signed for by the recipient.  

Cost: $18.50 or if it will fit into an Express Mail Flat Rate Envelope $17.50 

 

Option B- First-Class Mail Package with Registered Mail 
First-Class Mail offers delivery at a low cost and can be combined with Registered Mail, a 

service that provides the highest level of mail security during transit. Insurance can be purchased 

for items up to $25,000 in material, but not sentimental, value.  

Cost: First-Class Postage (for 3 oz.) $1.56, Registered Mail (for $325 Value) $13.10. Total 

$14.66. 



Option C- First-Class Mail Package with Insurance 
First-Class Mail offers delivery at a low cost and can be combined with insurance for up to 

$5,000. Insured Mail will cover the item’s material value should the piece get lost or damaged, 

but it cannot cover its sentimental value.  

Cost: First-Class Postage (for 3 oz.) $1.56, Insurance (for $325 Value) $5.70. Total $7.26. 

 

Option A is best if speed is the main goal. 

Option B is best if the item has more sentimental value or replacement is not possible. 

Option C is best if simply insuring the item’s value is the main goal. 

 

 

EXAMPLE 2- Sending an Important Document – For this example the document weighs 1 oz.   

 

Option A - Express Mail  
Express Mail will arrive at many locations the day after it is mailed. Express Mail also provides 

the sender with proof that she mailed the document, the ability to track it online or by phone, and 

notification that it was delivered. The sender can also request a copy of the recipient’s signature. 

Cost: Express Mail Flat Rate Envelope $17.50. 

 

Option B - Priority Mail with Confirmation Service 

Priority Mail will get the document to its destination in 2 to 3 days. The sender could add 

Delivery Confirmation, which lets her obtain delivery information online or by phone. If the 

sender uses Signature Confirmation she gets the same delivery information, plus she can request 

a copy of the recipient’s signature. 

Cost: Priority Mail $4.95, Delivery Confirmation $0.70 Total $5.65  

OR  

Priority Mail $4.95, Signature Confirmation $2.35 Total $7.30  

 

Option C - First-Class Mail with Certified Mail and Return Receipt 
First-Class Mail will get the document to its destination in 1 to 3 days. Certified Mail with 

Return Receipt will give the sender proof that she mailed the document and will return a card to 

her with the date it was delivered and the signature of the person who received it. 

Cost: First-Class Mail (letter) 0.44, Certified Mail $2.80, Return receipt $2.30 Total $5.54. 

 

Option A is best if it has to arrive the next day. 

Option C is best if having a copy of the signature returned to prove that the document was 

delivered, and to get the lowest price are the main goals.  

 



First-Class Mail 

 Cards, Letters, Flats, and Parcels 

 Up to 13 oz. 

 Delivery in 1 to 3 business days 

 Prices based on shape and weight. 

 

MAP OF APPROXIMATE DELIVERY TIME FOR FIRST-CLASS MAIL 

 

 
 

Priority Mail 

 Cards, Letters, Flats, and Parcels 

 13 oz. to 70 lbs. 

 Delivered within 2 days in most cases. 

 Flat Rate mailers available 

 

Express Mail 

 

 Cards, Letters, Flats, and Parcels 

 Up to 70 lbs. 

 Next or Second Day delivery 

 Flat Rate mailers available 



Express Mail International is an extremely reliable and fast delivery service available from the 

U.S. Postal Service with service guaranteed to select destinations. Express Mail International is 

available between the United States and over 190 countries with 3 to 5 average business day 

delivery to major destinations. Always check for country-specific prohibitions, restrictions and 

observations before mailing using the USPS price calculator: http://postcalc.usps.gov/. Now you 

may use domestic Express Mail packaging, including Flat-Rate envelopes, for international 

shipping. 

 

Express Mail International provides shipment of letters, documents, and other mailable items and 

carries document reconstruction insurance at no additional cost. Also, merchandise is insured 

against loss, damage, or rifling up to $100 at no added charge. Additional insurance coverage 

may be purchased. You may mail items weighing up to 70 lb to some countries. Express Mail 

International can be delivered seven days a week including holidays at no extra charge. A flat 

rate envelope is available for Express Mail International shipments.  

 

Date-certain service is guaranteed to Australia, China, Hong Kong, Japan, Great Britain, 

Northern Ireland, Spain (except Canary Islands), and Korea, Republic of (South Korea). 

International deliveries vary by country of destination. Delivery times average two to three 

business days to major business centers. However, items are not insured against delay in delivery 

since the U.S. Postal Service has no control over foreign delivery systems.  

 

Do not place critical mail for this service in the campus mail system. To assure same day 

mailing, Express Mail International must be handed to a UF Mail Services clerk by 3:30 PM 

(3:00 PM at the Health Center). Express Mail International can also be placed in any Express 

Mailbox (one is available in the Reitz Union) or taken directly to a U.S. Post Office if the correct 

postage has been applied. 

 

I. International Mail  

Most items are mailable to foreign countries. However, there are certain restrictions. It is 

important that mailers contact UF Mail Services to determine the proper classification and 

documentation required. 

 

If customs regulations are not followed and documentation is not exact, the item will be 

impounded by customs until the addressee makes arrangements for clearance and the payment of 

duty required for the release of the item. Customs rules are the same whether mail is sent by 

USPS or other couriers. 

 

Second Class International Mail  

Use this service for international delivery if:  

1. The mailpiece weighs one lb. or less (If the mailpiece weighs more than one pound, 

contact a University Postal Manager for other mailing options.)  

2. No special services are needed (i.e. insurance or registered)  

3. The mailpiece is a letter (including envelopes up to 8 12‖ x11‖ in size) 

 

http://postcalc.usps.gov/


Customs Forms  

Customs forms are not required on First Class Mail International items that weigh less than 16 

ounces and do not have potentially dutiable contents.  

 

Any printed matter or any mail over 16 oz. going outside of the U.S. must have a customs 

declaration. 

 

 
CUSTOMS FORM 2976 

 

 
 

CUSTOMS FORM 2976-A 



Customs Declaration Forms Usage 
 
Mail Category    Declared Value Required Form   Comment  

 

Global Express Guaranteed   All values   Mailing label   

      (item 11FGG1X)  

         

Express Mail International   All values   2976 or 2976-A    Required Customs Forms and  

         endorsements vary by country  

         and are specified in the  

         Individual Country Listings  

         

Priority Mail International   All values   2976-A with 2976-E   All items mailed in Priority  

         Mail packaging boxes, 

         containers, flats, and envelopes, 

         except the Priority Mail flat rate 

         envelope, and Any item bearing 

         a Priority Mail sticker or  marked  

         with the words “Priority Mail” is  

         considered a parcel. 

         

Priority Mail Flat Rate Envelope  Under $400 2976 **   

    $400 and over  2976-A **   

         

First Class Mail International   Under 16oz No Form*    

    Under $400 2976 **   

    $400 and over  2976-A **   

         

Mail sent to an APO/FPO   All Values  2976-A    

containing merchandise.        

         

Free matter for the blind   Under $400 2976 **   

    $400 and over  2976-A **   

         

M-bag    Under $400 2976 **   

(Note: An M-bag requires a customs  $400 and over  2976-A **   

form when it contains potentially       

dutiable printed matter       
 
* Customs forms are not required on First Class Mail International items that:  

Weigh less than 16 ounces and do not have potentially dutiable contents.  

Weigh 16 ounces or more; do not have potentially dutiable contents; and are entered by a known mailer. 
 

**Placement of forms: Use PS Form 2976 (green label) for First-Class Mail International and items mailed using the Priority Mail International 

Flat Rate envelope under $400 in value and affix it to the outside of the package. If the value of the contents is $400 or more, affix the upper  
portion of PS Form 2976 (green label) (cut on dotted line and discard the lower portion) to the outside of the package, complete a separate PS  

Form 2976-A, and enclose the form set inside the package. 

 

 

Addressing International Mail  

Mail addressed to foreign countries must have the address typed or printed in English using 

Roman letters (preferably uppercase) and Arabic numerals. The complete address must include 

the name of the recipient, house number, street address or box number, city, province and 

country. Addresses in Russian, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, Cyrillic, Japanese, or Chinese characters 

must bear an interline translation in English of the names of the post office and country of 

destination. If the English translation is not known, the foreign language words must be spelled 

in Roman characters (print or script). The last line of any foreign address should be the country 

name spelled out in capital letters, in English. Foreign postal codes, if used, should be placed on 

the line above the destination country.  

 

For parcels, addresses should also be written on a separate slip enclosed in the parcel. 



International Mail Address Format 

 

 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION 
PO BOX 112450 
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611-2450 
USA 
 
 
 
 
     MARY JONES 
     STATION 321 
     OTTAWA ONTARIO K1A 0B1 
     CANADA 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Return Address 

Due to heightened security, many foreign postal administrations require complete sender and 

addressee information in Roman letters and Arabic numerals on postal items. The complete 

address of the sender, including ZIP Code and country of origin, should be shown in the upper 

left corner of the address side of the envelope, package, or card. Only one return address may be 

used. It must be located so that it does not affect either the clarity of the address of destination or 

the application of service labels and notations (postmarks, etc.).  

 

First Class International Mail  

First Class International is the most economical way to send letters, large envelopes, small 

packages, postal cards, printed matter, and small packets 4 pounds and under, worldwide. 

Estimated delivery time varies with destination. Average delivery time varies. 

 

Second-Class Airmail  

This service uses a mail consolidator who will place the mail in the mailstream in a country 

closer to its destination. With Second-Class Airmail your international air letter or air printed 

matter will get to its overseas destination one day faster than regular international air mail. 

Delivery time is three to seven days. Check ―Second-Class Airmail‖ on the mail slip for this 

service. 

 

Priority Mail International 
Priority Mail International is a cost-effective way to send documents and merchandise to over 

190 countries. Estimated delivery time is 6-10 days. With the exception of the Flat Rate envelope 

and small Flat Rate box, Priority Mail International is a parcel service. Written correspondence 

having the nature of current and personal correspondence is not permitted in Priority Mail 

International parcels, but may be sent in the Priority Mail International flat-rate envelope or 

small flat-rate box. Average delivery time is 6 -10 days. 

 



All domestic Priority Mail packaging, including the Flat Rate envelope and boxes, are available 

for international shipping. Indemnity coverage is now provided for all ordinary (uninsured) 

Priority Mail International items (flat-rate envelope and small flat-rate box not 

included).Coverage is limited to the actual value of the contents or the maximum indemnity 

based on the weight of the article, whichever is less. Mailers may still purchase additional 

insurance to many countries. Automatic indemnity is not provided for certain items. 

 

Global Express Guaranteed (GXG)  

Global Express Guaranteed is an expedited delivery service with 1 to 3 day delivery for 

documents and merchandise to more than 190 counties providing destination-specific time-

definite delivery standards (or postage refunded) including insurance against loss, damage, or 

rifling up to a value of $100. Additional insurance may be purchased. Tracking is available. 

Average delivery time is 1 -3 days. 

 

SPECIAL SERVICES  
Accountable mail services include Certified, Registered, Insured, Delivery Confirmation and 

Signature Confirmation. Do not mix mail for these categories with your other outgoing mail. 

This mail must be handed to a UF Mail Services clerk for review when mailing.  

 

All markings for special services such as Registered, Certified or Insured Mail must appear 

above the delivery address and to the right of the return address. See the sample in 

―PREPARING YOUR MAIL‖. 

 

A. Certified Mail  
 

 
 

Certified Mail provides you with a mailing receipt and a record of delivery is maintained at the 

recipient’s post office. A Return Receipt provides you with proof of delivery and can be obtained 

for an additional fee. Certified Mail service is available only for First-Class and Priority Mail.  

 

No insurance coverage is provided. A numbered label and completed receipt must be affixed. 

These labels can be obtained from UF Mail Services. 



B. Registered Mail  

 

 
 

The Registered Mail system is designed to provide added protection for valuable mail. Postage 

insurance may be purchased to cover articles valued up to $25,000 on domestic shipments. 

Registered Mail is the most secure mail the Postal Service offers. It incorporates a system of 

receipts to monitor registered articles from the point of acceptance to delivery. Return Receipt 

and Restricted Delivery services are available for additional fees. When sending Registered Mail, 

do not use transparent tape to seal your mailpiece and do not use padded envelopes. 

 

C. Delivery Confirmation  

 

 
 

 

Delivery Confirmation tells you what date and time an article was delivered or delivery was 

attempted. It is available for an additional fee when sending First-Class Parcels,Priority Mail, 

Parcel Post or Media Mail. Delivery information can then be obtained through the USPS web site 

(www.usps.gov) or toll-free number (800-222-1811). 

 
 

http://www.usps.gov/


C. Signature Confirmation  

 

 
 

 

Signature Confirmation is a service available for an additional fee. It lets you know who 

accepted your package and the date, time, and zip code where it was delivered. You can get this 

information by phone (800-222-1811) or the Internet (www.usps.gov). You can have a copy of 

the signed delivery record mailed or faxed to you upon request. Signature Confirmation is 

available on Priority Mail, First-Class Mail packages, and Package Services items. This service 

can be used alone or combined with Insured, Registered, COD, Special Handling, or Restricted 

Delivery services. (If purchased with Certified Mail, Insured Mail over $200, or Registered 

Mail.) 

 

E. Insured Mail  

 

   

 

You can buy insurance up to $5,000 for merchandise mailed as Express Mail, Priority Mail, 

First-Class Mail, Parcel Post and Media Mail. Express Mail includes $100 insurance at no extra 

charge. Insurance on International shipments will vary by country.  

 

http://www.usps.gov/


F. Return Receipt  

 

   
(back)  DOMESTIC MAIL RETURN RECEIPT  (front) 

 

   
(back)  INTERNATIONAL MAIL RETURN  RECEIPT  (front) 

 

A Return Receipt is your proof of delivery. It is available for Insured, Certified, Registered and 

Express Mail shipments. The Return Receipt identifies the article number, who signed for it, and 

the date it was delivered. Be certain to identify your PO Box number and department on any 

return receipts so we can route them back to you. It is not necessary to use a return receipt on all 

Certified or Registered mailings.A Return Receipt should be placed on the front of the envelope 

unless doing so would cover any other markings such as the address or return address. In such 

cases, place the Return Receipt on the back of the envelope and mark ―Return Receipt 

Requested‖ on the front of the envelope.  

 

 



G. Reply Mail  
Reply envelopes or cards are supplied as a means of expediting a reply and ensuring the 

envelope or card is returned to the correct address. The two kinds of Reply Mail available to UF 

mailers are described below. 

 

Business Reply Mail (BRM)  

 

 
 

BRM service enables mailers to receive First-Class mail by paying postage only on the mail 

which is returned. All business reply postage and handling charges are billed back to initiating 

departments. UF Mail guarantees payment to the US Postal Service of the appropriate First-Class 

postage plus a handling charge per piece. 

 

The correct format of a Business Reply envelope is shown below. The piece must conform to a 

specific format to qualify as BRM, including a unique ZIP+4 code assigned by the USPS. 

Additionally, your department PO Box Number and current mail slip number must appear in the 

upper left corner for billing and delivery purposes. When you design any Business Reply 

envelope or card, consult with a University Postal Manager for proper format and be sure to have 

your proofs approved before printing or let UF Mail and Document Services design and print 

them for you.  

 

A special format is required for Business Reply mailed from foreign countries. Contact UF Mail 

Services for the special format. 

 



Courtesy Reply Mail 

 

Preprinted addressed envelopes are called Courtesy Reply Mail. Departments usually distribute 

Courtesy Reply envelopes without a postage stamp affixed. The recipient must place a postage 

stamp on the envelope before mailing it back. The elements below are usually on Courtesy Reply 

envelopes. 

 

 Delivery Address—A properly formatted preprinted address to which the recipient is 

returning the piece 

 Postage Reminder—A simple ―Place Stamp Here‖ style of reminder printed in the upper 

right corner of the piece 

 Return Address Area—Typically a set of parallel lines in the upper left for the recipient’s 

name and address 

 

Meter Reply Mail  

 

 
 

Meter reply mail is essentially Courtesy Reply Mail with a meter stamp preapplied as return 

postage. The postage amount on the meter tape must be enough to prepay the postage in full. In 

some instances You would typically use meter reply mail as a response vehicle when a reply is 

more or less assured.  The phrase ―NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY, POSTAGE HAS 

BEEN PREPAID BY‖ must appear on the piece directly above the delivery address. Please 

consult with a University Postal Manager for the proper format and be sure to have proofs 

approved before printing. 

 

 



PREPARING YOUR MAIL  

 

Delivery Address Format  

A complete delivery address contains the following elements, from top to bottom. 

 Non-address Information (Optional) 

 Attention Line (Optional) 

 Recipient Line 

 Delivery Address Line 

 City, State and ZIP or ZIP+4 code  

 

A mailpiece may not have more than one delivery address. 

 

 

A. Addressing For Success  

 Type or machine-print all address information  

 Make sure print is clear and sharp  

 Ensure address characters don’t touch or overlap  

 Black ink on a white background is best  

 Maintain a uniform left margin  

 Use upper-case letters  

 Omit all punctuation (except the hyphen in the ZIP+4)  

 Include floor, suite, and apartment numbers whenever possible  

 The last address line should contain the city, state, and ZIP Code (or ZIP+4 Code). If 

field lengths do not allow all three elements to fit on one line, place the ZIP Code (or 

ZIP+4 Code) on the line immediately below the city and state.  

 Use standard two-letter state abbreviations from the Appendix in this guide 

 When using window envelopes, make sure the complete address is always visible, even 

when the insert moves  

 Leave one or two spaces between words and between the state abbreviation and ZIP Code 

or ZIP+4 Code  

 



 

REQUIRED MARGINS AND CLEAR ZONES FOR LETTER SIZE MAIL 

 

The Address Area - The complete address should be located within the ―OCR read area‖ (no 

return address information). Extraneous (non-address) printing or markings should appear as 

high on the mail piece and as far away from the address as possible.  

 

Barcode Read Area - Please make sure this ―Barcode Clear Zone‖ remains free of all printing. 

It’s reserved for the barcode that will be printed by the Postal Service’s Optical Character Reader 

(OCR). Printing in this area could delay delivery of your mail. 

 

 

B. Addressing Business Mail  
Proper addressing ensures timely delivery. To assist us in processing your mail efficiently, please 

use the following information on address formats and placement when addressing your mail.  

 

Specific Format  

The address format below is recommended to ensure efficient handling and delivery by the U.S. 

Postal Service. Note that to qualify for non-profit rates, ‖University of Florida‖ must appear in 

the first line of the return address. 

 

 

DOMESTIC ADDRESS FORMAT - MAILING ADDRESS 

 
 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

BUSINESS SERVICES DIVISION 

PO BOX 112450 

GAINESVILLE, FL  32611-2450 
 
 
 
 
      MR JOHN SAMPLE 
      UF MAIL & DOCUMENT SERVICES 
      UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
      PO BOX 112001 
      GAINESVILLE FL  32611-2001 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Remember you will get the best possible service when you: 

 

 CAPITALIZE EVERYTHING IN THE ADDRESS  

 Use two letter state abbreviations (listed in the Appendix)  

 Eliminate all punctuation (except the hyphen in the ZIP+4)  

 Use common abbreviations (listed in the Appendix) 

 Use ZIP+4 Codes 



Make sure the delivery address appears on the line immediately above the city, state and ZIP 

Code line; i.e., 123 W MAIN ST STE 400 or PO BOX 125. If both the street address and the PO 

Box are on the same line, the mailpiece will be delivered to the PO Box. 

 

Address Placement  

Envelopes - Placement of the address on the face of a letter size envelope should conform to 

USPS specifications as shown above.  

 

Labels - Labels for use on parcels, packages, or large envelopes must be addressed according to 

the recommended format. Items with improperly prepared labels will be returned for correction 

or completion. Labels must be applied parallel to the bottom edge of the letter size envelope to 

be processed by the USPS on automation equipment. 

 

Flats - The delivery address in the ―top half‖ of the mailpiece. The postage should appear to the 

right or upper right of the delivery address, and the return address should appear to the upper left 

of the delivery address. The very best place for the return address is at least 1 inch above and 1 

inch to the left of the delivery address. 

 
 

C. Enclosures  

 

Correspondence  

Mail of any kind for transport by the U.S. Postal Service should be enclosed in an appropriate 

envelope or parcel and sealed. The types of enclosures may determine the mailing classification.  

 

Nonmailable Contents  

Items such as paper clips, metal pieces, glass parts, chemicals, sand or soil samples, etc. cannot 

be mailed in envelopes. In addition to jamming and/or damaging the mailing machines, these 

items can also cause serious injury to UF Mail employees. Such items require special packaging 

before mailing or shipping. UF Mail Services will be able to determine the most appropriate 

handling method. 



The following are classified as non-mailable and may be returned to sender: 

 

Envelopes and Cards if pieces are less than  

 3 1/2‖ in height  

 5‖ in length  

 .007‖ in thickness (thickness of a post card) 

 

All foreign countries also impose various restrictions depending on country and items being 

mailed. 

 

It is recommended that when mailing items that may be non-mailable to U.S. or foreign 

destinations, the mailer should call UF Mail Services for assistance. 

 

Window Envelope Enclosures  

Enclosures that are designed so that the address appears in a window should not be stapled to 

prevent movement of the address from window view. If the addressed enclosure does not 

properly fit the window, use an envelope without a window. 

 

D. Envelopes  
Envelopes may be sealed or unsealed when given to UF Mail Services. Unsealed envelopes will 

be sealed as they are processed through the postage machines. However, the sender should seal 

large bulky envelopes with end openings since these envelopes cannot be sealed by machine. 

 

Appropriate Size and Strength  

The envelope size should properly accommodate the inserts. Excessively large envelopes will 

not keep the inserts firm. The inserts in such envelopes slide, creating an imbalance of the 

envelope and risking ripping and loss of contents. A snug fit keeps the enclosure firm in the 

envelope. Also, when an envelope too large for the contents is used, you may overpay in postage 

because of the oversized envelope. Conversely, when an envelope is overstuffed it can burst at 

the seams. The result can be a total loss of the mailing.  

 

The strength of the envelope should withstand the weight of its contents. If there is stress at the 

seams or edges, the envelope is overloaded and can burst and lose its contents. 

 

Flexibility and Rigidity have an impact on postage rate. The next pages show tests to save 

postage. 



FLEXIBILITY TEST, Part 1 

 

 

 
 

Test all flats for flexibility as follows: 

 

With the length of the piece parallel to the square edge of a surface, extend the piece out half of 

its height. 

 

Press down, without damaging the mailpiece, at a point about 1 inch in from the outer edge, 

midway along the length.  

 

If the piece bends at least 1 vertical inch AND does not have any rigid contents, it is considered 

flexible enough to be a flat, and no further testing is required. 

 

If the piece passes this test but it DOES have a rigid content, then go to the next step, Part 2.  



FLEXIBILITY TEST, Part 2 for pieces10 inches or longer 

 

 

 
 

If a piece passes the first test, but has rigid contents, then apply this second test for pieces 10 

inches or longer.  

 

Extend the piece with the length perpendicular to a square edge of a flat surface; extend out 5 

inches. 

 

Press down, without damaging the mailpiece, at a point about 1 inch in from the outer edge in the 

center of the width. Turn the piece around 180 degrees and repeat this test. 

 

If the piece bends at least 2 inches in both directions without being damaged, it is considered to 

be flexible enough to be a flat. 

 



FLEXIBILITY TEST, Part 2 for pieces less than 10 inches long 

 

 

 
 

If a piece passes the first test, but has rigid contents, then apply this second test for pieces less 

than 10 inches long.  

 

Extend the piece with the length perpendicular to a square edge of a flat surface; extend out half 

the length. 

 

Press down, without damaging the mailpiece, at a point about 1 inch in from the outer edge in the 

center of the width. Turn the piece around 180 degrees and repeat this test. 

 

If the piece bends at least 1 inch in both directions without being damaged, it is considered 

flexible enough to be a flat. 



DEFLECTION TEST, for pieces 10 inches or longer 

 

 

 
 

All flats must be flexible. In addition, automation-rate flats must meet deflection criteria. This 

test is for automation-rate flats only. 

 

Except for pieces with bound or folded edges, place the length of the piece perpendicular to the 

square edge of a flat surface. For pieces 10 inches or longer, extend the piece out 5 inches.  

 

Let it droop on its own. Turn the piece around 180 degrees and repeat this process. For pieces 

with a bound or folded edge, place the bound or folded edge perpendicular to the edge of the 

surface. 

 

If the piece does not droop more than 4 vertical inches when positioned in either direction, it 

passes this test for automation-compatibility. 



DEFLECTION TEST, for pieces less than 10 inches long 

 

 
 

This test is for automation-rate flats only. 

 

Except for pieces with bound or folded edges, place the length of the piece perpendicular to the 

square edge of a flat surface. For pieces less than 10 inches long, extend the piece out half its 

length. 

 

Let it droop on its own. Turn the piece around 180 degrees and repeat this process.For pieces 

with a bound or folded edge, place the bound or folded edge perpendicular to the edge of the 

surface. 

 

If the piece does not droop down more than 1 vertical inch less than the extended length when 

positioned in either direction, it passes this test for automation-comaptibility. For example, a 

piece 8 inches long would extend out 4 inches; it should not droop more than 3 inches. 



Sizes and Types  

The size of the envelope should properly accommodate the contents. In the U.S. Postal System 

there are two categories of envelopes: letter size and flats. Letters, non-letters and flats are rated 

differently by the USPS. To assure the best rate, call UF Mail Services for size and rate 

information before preparing the mailpiece. For legibility use light colored envelopes and avoid 

dark or brilliant colors. 

 

Letter Size - Letter size mail must be rectangular in shape for automated processing by the 

USPS. Maximum thickness for automated processing is 1/4‖. Mail that does not meet automated 

processing size standards may not qualify for discounted rates. 

 

 

To ensure prompt and efficient processing of First Class mail, it is recommended that all 

envelopes and cards: 

 

a. Have an aspect ratio of height to length between 1 to 1.3 and 1 to 2.5 inclusive. If 

these standards are not followed, a surcharge will be applied. See UF Mail Services 

for envelope template if you are not sure of sizing.  

b. Be sealed or secured on all four edges so they can be handled by machines  

c. Meet the following dimensions for automated processing by USPS: 

 

Height:   3 1/2‖ Min  6 1/8‖ Max  

Length:   5‖ Min  11 1/2‖Max  

Thickness:  .009 Min  1/4‖ Max  

Card Stock should not exceed .016‖thickness  

 

Non-Letter (Flats) Envelopes - Non letter size envelopes are larger than the maximum letter 

size, but not larger than 12‖ high, 15‖ long and 3/4‖ thick for First-Class and Standard Mail. 

 

International Letter Size Envelopes – Mail for delivery to foreign countries may be placed in 

―International‖ Envelopes.Thaese envelopes have a red and blue border. Since the red and blue 

bordered envelopes indicate airmail to a foreign country, these envelopes should not be used for 

mailings in the United States. 

 

Green Bordered Envelopes – Used only for First-Class Mail. 

 

Plain White or Manila Envelopes – Can be used for other classes of mail. These should be 

marked to show the class of mail. 

 

Padded Envelopes – These envelope contain a cushioned lining to provide a degree of safety for 

mailing small and fragile merchandise.  

 

Priority Mail Envelopes – Should be used for First-Class Mail weighing over 13 ounces or any 

other mail under 13 ounces requiring expedited delivery by Priority Mail.  



E. Parcels (Packages)  
 

 
 

 

 

If you are reusing a box, remove or obliterate all previous labels and markings with heavy black 

marker. Type or print the delivery address clearly, parallel to the longest side of the package. Do 

not use commas or periods. Make sure that the contents are packed with plenty of cushioning. 

Seal your package with 2‖ wide tape. Use clear or brown packaging tape, reinforced packing 

tape, or paper tape. Do not use cord, string, twine, masking, or cellophane tape. Wrapping paper 

should not be used on the outside of the package. 



How To Measure A Parcel 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Step 1: Length 
Measure the longest side  

Step 2: Girth  
Measure the distance around the parcel at the thickest part 

Step 3: Total 
Add both measurements 

Generally parcels are limited to 70 lbs. and 108‖ in length and girth combined. Mailpieces sent 

as Parcel Post, however, may reach up to 130 inches in combined length and girth. 



 

F. Self-Mailers  
A folded self-mailer must be prepared with the folded edge at the bottom and parallel to the 

longest dimension and the address of the mailpiece. The recommended minimum basis weight 

paper for folded self-mailers varies with the construction of the mailpiece. 

 

Letter-Size Self Mailers 

 

 Single folded sheet, sealed with one tab or wafer seal, minimum basis weight: 28 pounds 

(17 by 22 inches by 500 sheets) or 70 pounds (25 by 38 inches by 500 sheets). 

 Two or more sheets, sealed with one tab or wafer seal, minimum basis weight: 24 pounds 

(17 by 22 inches by 500 sheets) or 60 pounds (25 by 38 inches by 500 sheets). 

 

With two tabs or wafer seals: minimum basis weight 20 pounds (17 by 22 inches by 500 sheets) 

if folded edge is at top or bottom of the mailpiece. Tabs or wafer seals must be placed within 1 

inch of the right and left edges of mailpiece (see reverse). 

 

With folded edge on right (leading) edge: left (trailing) edge and other open edges must be 

secured with at least one tab or a glue line; additional tabs may be required based on trim size 

and basis weight. 

 

Flat-Size Self Mailers  

 

The bound edge (spine) must be at the bottom and parallel to the longest dimension (length) and 

the address of the mailpiece, unless preapproved by the USPS. The mailpiece must be tabbed 

(secured) with non perforated 1-1/2'' tabs, glue, or 1-1/2'' wide tape.  

 

Postcards 

 

Postcards should be printed on a minimum basis weight 75 pound or greater paper. Double 

postcards must have folded edge at the top or bottom. 

The open edge must be secured with one tab in the middle. 

 

As an alternative to tabs or wafer seals, glue may be used to seal folded self-mailers. Tabs and 

other seals placed at the top of folded self-mailers should be positioned so they will not interfere 

with the recognition of postage information, the return address, rate markings, barcode or the 

facing identification mark (FIM). If placed in the barcode clear zone, tabs or wafer seals should 

be made of uncoated white or light colored paper that meet the standards for background 

reflectance and ink acceptance, except when a delivery point barcode appears in the address 

block. 

 

The proper placement of tabs for folded self-mailers is illustrated next. 



 

FOLDING & TABBING SELF-MAILERS 

 



G. Mail Processing Slips  
Mail Processing Slips are required in order for UF Mail Services to process your mail. The form 

is completed by the mailer and must accompany the mailing to UF Mail Services. Check the 

method to be used for your mail. The Mail Processing Slip must have a signature, phone number 

and date for processing.  

 

For a copy of the Mail Processing Slip with your account number barcoded on them, please call 

UF Mail Services. Also, please note that the original must be used to make copies. 

 

 

 

 

 

H. Endorsements  
Ancillary service endorsements are used by mailers to request an addressee’s new address and to 

provide the USPS with instructions on how to handle undeliverable pieces. 

 

For automation rates, an appropriate endorsement (Address Service Requested, Return Service 

Requested, or Temp-Return Service Requested) must be used. For Standard Mail, Change 

Service Requested may also be used. Endorsements must be at least 8-point type and appear in 

one of the following locations as shown below: 

 

1. Immediately below the return address. 

2. Immediately above the delivery address. 

3. Immediately to the left of the postage area, below any rate marking. 

4. Immediately below the postage area and any rate marking. 

 

In addition, there must be at least 1/4‖ clear space around the endorsement.  



ANCILLARY SERVICE ENDORSEMENT LOCATIONS 

 

 
 

 

Mailer Endorsement and USPS Action 

 

Address Service 

Requested  

Forwarding and return. 

New separate address 

notification provided.  

Priority Mail 

and First-

Class Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

Months 1 through 12: 

mailpiece forwarded; 

notice of new address 

provided, address 

correction fee charged.  

Forwarded at 

no charge.  

Forwarded at 

no charge.  

Forwarded locally at no charge; 

forward out of town as postage due.  

Months 13 through 18: 

mailpiece returned with 

new address attached.  

Returned at 

no charge.  

Weighted fee 

charged. 
1
  

Return postage charged at 

appropriate single-piece price.  

After 18 months or if 

undeliverable at any time: 

mailpiece returned with 

reason for non-delivery 

attached.  

Returned at 

no charge.  

Weighted fee 

charged.  

Returned if undeliverable or if 

addressee refused to pay postage 

due. Forwarding (where attempted) 

and return postage charged at 

appropriate Package Services 

single-piece price.  



 

Return Service Requested  

No forwarding, only return. New 

address notification provided.  

Priority Mail and 

First-Class Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

Mailpiece returned with new 

address or reason for non-delivery 

attached.  

No charge.  Appropriate 

single-piece 

First-Class or 

Priority Mail 

price charged.  

Return postage 

charged at appropriate 

single-piece price.  

Change Service Requested 
 2

  Priority Mail and 

First-Class Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

No forwarding or return. New 

address notification provided.  

Manual notice: 

N/A.  

Electronic notice: 

$0.10 ea.  

Manual notice: 

$0.50 ea.  

Electronic 

notice: $0.26 

ea.  

Manual notice: $0.50 

ea.  

Electronic notice: 

$0.26 ea.  

Separate notice of new address or 

reason for non-delivery provided; 

mailpiece disposed of by USPS.  

Automated letters:  

first 2 notices —

$0.02 ea.  

additional—$0.08 

ea. 

Automated 

letters: 

first 2 notices 

—$0.05 ea. 

additional —

$0.20 

  



 

Forwarding Service 

Requested 
3
  

Forwarding and return. New 

address notification provided 

only with return.  

Priority 

Mail and 

First-Class 

Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

Months 1 through 12: mailpiece 

forwarded.  

Forwarded at 

no charge  

Forwarded at 

no charge.  

Forwarded locally at no charge; 

forward out of town as postage 

due.  

Months 13 through 18: 

mailpiece returned with new 

address attached.  

Returned at 

no charge.  

Weighted fee 

charged.  

Return postage charged at 

appropriate single-piece price.  

After 18 months or if 

undeliverable at any time: 

mailpiece returned with reason 

for non-delivery attached.  

Returned at 

no charge.  

Weighted fee 

charged.  

Returned if undeliverable or if 

addressee refused to pay 

postage due. Forwarding 

(where attempted) and return 

postage charged at appropriate 

Package Services single-piece 

price.  

Temp—Return Service 

Requested  

Priority 

Mail and 

First-Class 

Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

Piece returned with new 

address or reason for non-

delivery attached. If temporary 

change of address, piece 

forwarded; no separate notice 

of temporary change of address 

provided.  

No charge.  N/A  N/A  



 

No 

Endorsement  

Priority Mail 

and First-Class 

Mail  

Standard 

Mail  

Package Services  

UAA handled 

by class of 

mail.  

Same as USPS 

action for 

―Forwarding 

Service 

Requested.‖  

Mailpiece 

disposed of by 

USPS.  

Same as USPS action for ―Forwarding 

Service Requested,‖ except Bound Printed 

Matter disposed of by USPS. Parcel Post, 

Media Mail and Library Mail with no 

endorsement obligate the mailer to pay any 

applicable forwarding and return postage 

charges at the Package Services single-

piece price.  

   

1
Weighted fee is the appropriate single-piece First-Class Mail or Priority Mail price for the piece plus the non-

machinable surcharge if it applies, multiplied by 2.472 and rounded up to the next whole cent.  
2
For First-Class Mail and Priority Mail, Change Service Requested is only available with electronic Address Change 

Service (ACS). Only available for Priority Mail pieces containing perishable matter that bear the endorsement 

―Perishable.‖ Delivery Confirmation and Signature Confirmation are the only two special services permitted with 

this endorsement.  
3
Does not meet Move Update Requirement.  

 



CAMPUS MAIL  

 

A. About Campus Mail 

More than 72,000 pieces of mail are distributed daily to various departments on campus and over 

21,600 pieces are distributed to residence halls. Because this service is heavily used, please keep 

campus correspondence confined to official university business.  

 

Campus mail consists of enveloped correspondence between UF departments. Mail between 

departments should be placed in reusable campus mail envelopes, not white envelopes, to reduce 

the cost of departmental mailing supplies and eliminate the possibility of accidentally applying 

postage. 

 

Campus mail service does not include the pickup and delivery of any books or large packages 

from one department to another. Departments must call UF Mail Services when they have a large 

amount of mail to be picked up. 

 

B. Addressing  

 

To provide proper delivery, campus mail requires a full name and a PO Box address. If you do 

not provide PO Box numbers for campus mail, it will delay delivery. Also, campus mail must be 

sorted by like PO Boxes and these groupings should be bundled using a rubber band.  

 

Example of sorting piles by like PO Boxes:  

 

       
 

This bundle only contains   This bundle only contains  

mail for PO Box 112450   mail for PO Box 112462   and so on, etc. 

 

C. Campus Mail Envelopes  

 

Campus Envelopes are designed to be used repeatedly (see example shown below). When using 

campus envelopes, make sure all previous addresses have been marked out to ensure proper 

handling and direction to the intended recipient. If you need additional campus envelopes, they 

can be purchased from UF Mail and Document Services. 

 



 

 
 

 

D. Change of Address  

A change of your campus location must be acted upon promptly. As soon as you learn of your 

new location and PO Box address, be sure to update your information in the myUFL system by 

logging on to the myUFL portal with your GatorLink username and password. Your PO Box 

number, location, and telephone number can be changed by clicking on ―My Account‖ then 

selecting ―Update My Directory Profile.‖ Failure to update your address may delay receipt of 

your mail. 

 

RESIDENCE HALL MAIL  

 

A. About Residence Hall Mail 

UF Mail Services provides delivery of mail to the Residence Halls as a service sponsored by the 

Department of Housing & Residence Education. Mail is delivered once per day Monday through 

Saturday, except on university holidays. Our dedicated clerks deliver mail to the students’ 

assigned mail boxes and packages to the Area Desk in the respective commons area. Packages 

may be picked up from the Area Desk by the addressee with a picture ID. Mail addressed to 

person not listed as a dorm resident will be returned to the sender. For this reason mail should 

not be addressed to residents using nicknames or ficticous names. 

 

Mailings from campus locations to students must be sorted by residence hall and separated from 

outgoing U.S. mail and campus mail. 

 

Students moving from residence halls should complete change of address forms provided by the 

area office. The Housing staff will forward mail using the chanage of address information given 

to them. 

 

http://my.ufl.edu/


B. Addressing 

Each Residence Hall address includes an eight digit number and the name of the hall. The first 

two digits are for the building, the next 4 are the room number, and the last two are assigned to 

the individual residents, usually in the range of 01-04.The Zip code for Residence Halls is 32612 

and the ―+4‖ add-on varies by building. It is composed of the two digit number for the building 

followed by 01. 

 

The address must show legibly: 

 

Name of the student  

Box Number, Residence Hall  

Gainesville FL 32612-XXXX (+4 varies by residence hall) 

 

Example:  

 

SUZIE STUDENT  

16043401 YULEE HALL  

GAINESVILLE FL 32612-1601 

 

C. Resident Hall Addresses 

The range of address prefixes for Residence halls is shown below. See the sample address above. 

 

11  Beaty West 

12  Beaty East 

13  Jennings Area 

14  Broward Area 

15  Mallory Hall 

16  Yulee Area 

17  Reid Hall 

18  Rawlings Hall 

19  Hume Hall East 

20  Hume Hall West 

21  Graham Hall 

22  Simpson Hall 

23  Trusler Hall 

24  Tolbert Hall 

25  North Hall 

26  Riker/South Hall 

27  Weaver Hall 

28  East Hall 

30  Murphree Area 

31  Thomas Hall 

32  Sledd Hall 

33  Fletcher Hall 

34  Buckman Hall 

35 – 43 Keys Complex 

45 – 50 Springs Area 

51 – 55 Lakeside Area 



APPENDIX 

STANDARD ADDRESS ABBREVIATIONS 

Two Letter State Abbreviations (including and U.S. Possessions) 

Alabama    AL 

Alaska     AK 

Arizona    AZ 

Arkansas    AR 

American Samoa   AS 

California    CA 

Colorado    CO 

Connecticut     CT 

Delaware     DE 

District of Columbia    DC 

Federal States of Micronesia   FM 

Florida     FL 

Georgia     GA 

Guam      GU 

Hawaii     HI 

Idaho     ID 

Illinois     IL 

Indiana     IN 

Iowa      IA 

Kansas     KS 

Kentucky     KY 

Louisiana    LA 

Maine      ME 

Marshall Islands    MH 

Maryland     MD 

Massachusetts    MA 

Michigan    MI 

Minnesota     MN 

Mississippi     MS 

Missouri    MO 

 

Montana    MT 

Nebraska     NE 

Nevada    NV 

New Hampshire   NH 

New Jersey     NJ 

New Mexico     NM 

New York    NY 

North Carolina    NC 

North Dakota     ND 

Northern Mariana Is.   MP 

Ohio      OH 

Oklahoma     OK 

Oregon     OR 

Palau      PW 

Pennsylvania    PA 

Puerto Rico     PR 

Rhode Island    RI 

South Carolina   SC 

South Dakota    SD 

Tennessee     TN 

Texas      TX 

Utah      UT 

Vermont     VT 

Virginia     VA 

Virgin Islands    VI 

Washington     WA 

West Virginia     WV 

Wisconsin     WI 

Wyoming    WY 

 



Directional Abbreviations

 

North    N  

East    E  

South   S  

West   W  

 

Northeast  NE  

Southeast  SE  

Southwest  SW 

Northwest   NW

Secondary Address Unit Indicators 

 

Apartment  APT 

Building  BLDG 

Floor   FL 

Suite   STE 

Room   RM 

Department  DEPT 

 

Street Designator Abbreviations 

Alley   ALY 

Annex    ANX 

Arcade   ARC 

Avenue   AVE 

Bayou    YU 

Beach    BCH 

Bend    BND 

Bluff    BLF 

Bottom   BTM 

Boulevard  BLVD 

Branch   BR 

Bridge    BRG 

Brook    BRK 

Burg    BG 

Bypass   BYP 

Camp    CP 

Canyon   CYN 

Cape    CPE 

Causeway   CSWY 

Center    CTR 

Circle    CIR 

Cliffs    CLFS 

Club    CLB 

Corner   COR 

Corners   CORS 

Course   CRSE 

Court    CT 

Courts   CTS 

Cove    CV 

Creek    CRK 

Crescent   CRES 

Crossing   XING 

Dale    DL 

Dam    DM 

Divide   DV 

Drive    DR 

Estates   EST 

Expressway  EXPY 

Extension  EXT 

Fall    FALL 

Falls   FLS 

Ferry   FRY 

Field   FLD 

Fields    FLDS 

Flats    FLT 

Ford    FOR 

Forest    FRST 

Forge    FGR 

Fork    FRK 

Forks    FRKS 

Fort    FRT 

Freeway   FWY 

Gardens   GDNS 

Gateway   GTWY 

Glen    GLN 

Green    GN 



Grove    GRV 

Harbor   HBR 

Haven    HVN 

Heights   HTS 

Highway   HWY 

Hill   HL 

Hills    HLS 

Hollow  HOLW 

Inlet    INLT 

Island   IS 

Islands   ISS 

Isle    ISLE 

Junction  JCT 

Key    CY 

Knolls    KNLS 

Lake   LK 

Lakes    LKS 

Landing   LNDG 

Lane    LN 

Light   LGT 

Loaf    LF 

Locks   LCKS 

Lodge   LDG 

Loop    LOOP 

Mall    MALL 

Manor    MNR 

Meadows   MDWS 

Mill   ML 

Mills   MLS 

Mission   MSN  

Mount    MT 

Mountain   MTN 

Neck    NCK 

Orchard   ORCH 

Oval    OVAL 

Park    PARK 

Parkway   PKY 

Pass    PASS 

Path    PATH 

Pike    PIKE 

Pines   PNES 

Place   PL 

Plain    PLN 

Plains   PLNS 

Plaza    PLZ 

Point    PT 

Port   PRT 

Prairie    PR 

Radial   RADL 

Ranch    RNCH 

Rapids   RPDS 

Rest    RST 

Ridge   RDG 

River    RIV 

Road    RD 

Row    ROW 

Run    RUN 

Shoal    SHL 

Shoals    SHLS 

Shore    SHR 

Shores    SHRS 

Spring    SPG 

Springs   SPGS 

Spur    SPUR 

Square   SQ 

Station   STA 

Stravenue   STRA 

Stream   STRM 

Street    ST 

Summit   SMT 

Terrace   TER 

Trace    TRCE 

Track    TRAK 

Trail    TRL 

Trailer   TRLR 

Tunnel   TUNL 

Turnpike  TPKE 

Union   UN 

Valley   VLY 

Viaduct   VIA 

View    VW 

Village   VLG 

Ville    VL 

Vista    VIS 

Walk   WALK 

Way    WAY 

Wells   WLS 
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